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The holidays are looming all which means shopping, parties and less time for all the other things
we do like cooking and cleaning. I have no advice on the cleaning front but I can help you out
with the cooking part thanks to Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces! Fortun's Finishing Touch
Sauces allow you to throw together a delicious meal in no time at all simply by opening the tub
containing their sauces....hooray for Fortun's!
Fortun’s Finishing Touch Sauces make creating savory gourmet meals a breeze, allowing
parents more time to spend with their family instead of in the kitchen. Simply cook the meat,
pasta, poultry or fish, then heat the sauce and pour it on top to finish the dish. The complete
product line consists of twelve varieties incorporating flavors from around the world and the
sauces are carefully simmered in small handcrafted batches with wholesome and natural
ingredients.
All varieties of Fortun’s Finishing Touch Sauces are fresh-refrigerated products with a shelf life
of 150 days and are available at select retailers throughout the country. The sauces come in 8
ounce tubs and retail for $4.95 to $5.95.
Hello happy Mom! On a recent busy evening I found myself with some uncooked pork chops,
crazy children, little time and Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauce in Santa Fe Verde. I literally
tossed the pork chops in the oven to bake with no prep or seasoning (well, I at least took it out of
the plastic packaging!). When the pork chops were cooked I heated the sauce for a minute on the
stove top and then put it over the chops. The kids and my husband raved about a meal that I
barely lifted a finger over. I love your Fortun's. No, really, I LOVE you!

Fortun's Finishing Touch Sauces come in a great variety of flavors and the two I tried (Santa Fe
Verde and Mulligatawny Curry) were delicious and flavorful and made me look like a better
cook than I really am. Pick some up at your local grocer today and save yourself some time all
while looking like a rock star in the kitchen! Click here to find a store near you.
Fortun's is giving one Reviewed By Mom reader two of their Finishing Touch Sauces (you
choose the flavors!). Thanks Fortun's! Here is how to enter...
Mandatory Entry: Visit the Fortun's Website and tell me which two flavors of finishing sauce
you would likely choose if you are the winner. You must complete this entry for all extras to be
counted.
For Extra Entries:
1. Follow this blog= 1 entry
2. Like Reviewed By Mom on Facebook =1 entry
3. Like Fortun's on Facebook=1 entry
4. Enter one of my other giveaways & let me know you have done so = 1 entry per additional
giveaway entered.
5. Follow Fortun's Foods on Twitter= 1 entry
6. Follow Reviewed By Mom on Twitter = 1 entry
7. Blog, Tweet or Facebook about this giveaway & let me know where to find it = 1 entry
8. Put my button on your blog = 1 entry
9. Comment on one of my non-giveaway posts and let me know you have done so= 1 entry
Please leave a separate comment for each entry and be sure to include your e-mail. Contest is
open to US residents and will end on December 2nd. The lucky winner will be announced by
e-mail on December 3rd and will have 48 hours to respond before another winner is chosen.
Good Luck!

